
The fold_it sofa lets you sit back just the way you want. With its flexible backrest and adjustable 
armrests, you can choose the seat depth and make yourself as comfortable as your needs and 

mood demand. Its modern, eye-catching design is a stylish addition to any living-room.

Arteston sofas are characterized by their adjustability, long-lasting natural materials and their combi-
nation of great design and high-quality production. Behind the brand stands the Krošlák family 

company, with over 30 years of tradition as a sofa manufacturer with clients all across Europe.

fold_it



Backrest Positions

A sofa with a fixed seat depth might not suit all sitting 
styles, or people with different heights. Thanks to the 
adjustable backrest, you can choose exactly the seat 
depth you need at any moment.

Armrest Positions

The adjustable armrests allow you not only to sit 
more comfortably, but are also great for lounging. 
Just raise them a little higher and use them as a 
headrest so that you can recline on the sofa in 
comfort, even for long periods. The arm rest can be 
set in any position, in which it will then remain.



Design first

Fold_it was designed by Michal Riabič. An experienced 
product designer, he focuses on the timelessness of 
form, trends and lifestyle, thanks to which he has already 
won several awards for his furniture designs.



Flexible Space

You can easily put together your own tailor-made sofa using our different elements to best 
match your requirements and let it find its natural place in your living-room.

Wide Range of Materials

The outside of a sofa really does matter; so you can choose 
from a very wide and varied range of materials in different 
shades and colours. Whether you prefer the natural look of 
leather which gives your sofa a luxury appearance and 
timeless quality, or go for a textile finish made of high-quality 
natural fabrics, you can be sure you won’t end up with a cheap 
lookalike. We place extremely high demands on our materials, 
and choose only ones which will remained unchanged in 
terms of appearance and quality even after a long time.
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1-seater with armrests
70 cm

1-seater with armrests
80 cm

2-seater with armrests
70 cm

2-seater with armrests
80 cm

2 seater + side table
70/80 cm

1-seater with armrests
70 cm

1-seater with armrests
80 cm

2-seater with armrests
70 cm

2-seater with armrests
80 cm Ottoman 70/80 cm

1-seater with one 
armrest 70 cm

1-seater with one 
armrest 80 cm

2-seater with one 
armrest 70 cm

2-seater with one 
armrest 80 cm Corner

1-seater without
armrests 70 cm

1-seater without
armrests 80 cm

2-seater without
armrests 70 cm

2-seater without
armrests 80 cm Footstool


